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The midpoint difference method applied to boundary value problems for 
functional difkential equations is studied. Convergence is shown to be to the 
order of the truncation error, the same result that holds in the ordinary differen- 
tial equation case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The midpoint difference method for approximating the solution to two-point 
boundary value problems [5, 61 has b een shown to be an effective numerical 
method. It does not appear to have been analyzed for boundary value problems 
for functiona differential equations ahhough such problems have recently 
received attention from the standpoint of development of numerical methods 
[l, 2, 8, 93. The midpoint difference method in the ordinary differential equation 
case has the important features that the error bounds depend only on the 
piecewise behavior of the solution and that mesh spacings do not have to be 
equally spaced. This makes the method potentially attractive for functional 
differential equations since their solutions generally have jump discontinuities 
in their low order derivatives at certain discrete points related to the nature 
of the functional argument. The purpose of this note is to define the midpoint 
difference method for boundary value problems for a class of functional differ- 
ential equations and to establish existence and error bounds for the method. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We treat first the linear problem 
rw + 44 Y(4 + P(4 Y(e)) = fh% O,(x<l, (2.1) 
with boundary conditions 
A4 = 5w for x < 0, +(O) = 0, and y(l) = 0, (2.2) 
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where it is assumed (Hl) that h(x) < x for x in [0, 11, h, ol and b are continuous 
on [0, 11, and that C# is continuous on (-co, 01. We also assume (H2) that 
for every function f in L,[O, 11, the problem (2.1)-(2.2) under assumption (Hl) 
has a unique almost everywhere solution y with y’ absolutely continuous. 
Sufficient conditions guaranteeing assumption (H2) follow from results of [3]. 
Hypothesis (H2) is equivalent to the assumption that the linear problem 
y”(x) + N(X) y(x) + p(x) y(h(x)) = 0, 0 < x < 1, with boundary conditions 
y(z) = 0 for x < 0 and y(1) = 0 admits only the zero solution in the given 
setting. 
In order to establish convergence rates, we need to consider any higher order 
smoothness the solution may have. We assume (H3) that the set of points (uj} 
satisfying 0 < uj < 1 and h(uJ = 0 is finite. The next lemma follows directly 
from the form of Eq. (2.1). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let hypothesis (H3) hold. Let f, a, /3 and h be in C?[O, 11, i = 1, 2, 
and let # be in Cg( - 00, 01. Then yf2+*) is piecewise continuous with jump discon- 
tinuitiespresent possibly only at the points {uj} where Y(%+~) is the (2 + i)th derivative 
of the solution y of Eq. (2.1)-(2.2), i = 1, 2. 
The situation for higher order smoothness is somewhat more complicated 
since for example Y(~)(X) may not exist at points x so that h(x) = uj for some j 
since Y(~)(X) is related to y”(h(x)) through Eq. (2.1). This difficulty compounds 
as the order of derivative considered increases. In the case of a simple delay 
equation where h(t) = t - A, these points are simple integer multiples of A. 
Similar remarks hold for the nonlinear problem to be treated later. 
Let A, : 0 = x0 < x1 < ... < x, = 1 be a partition of [0, l] with 
hi = xi - xi-i and h 3 max h, . The mesh points do not have to be equally 
spaced and indeed they should be placed at points of discontinuity of the 
low order derivatives of the solution to (2.1)-(2.2). Exactly which derivatives 
to be considered will be made clear later. The midpoint difference method 
will approximate the solution y evaluated at the mesh points by yl,i and y’ 
evaluated at the mesh points by yz,i where yl,i and yz,i solve the following 
equations. 
-1 (Yl,i + Yld2 
+ C&, I( 0 (Y2,i + Yz,i-d/2 1 
+ (ii-, 
0 ~iYl,h(i) + (1 - 4)Yl,h(f)-1 
(2.3) 
0 H 0 I=(,“_, z t 
for i = l,..., n with yl,O = y l,n = 0, where the subscript i -- 4 means the 
functions are evaluated at xi-* = (xi + xi-J2 and where yl,~o) = yl,T(i)--l = 
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$(h(+)) if h(xi_,) :: 0 and in that case 0 .< Bi :< 1 is arbitrary; otherwise, 
Bi~i,h(~) + (1 -- 00 ~i,~(+i is chosen as follows. Since h(s& > 0, then 
xi-1 < h(Xi-,) < * j f r or somej; define h(i) = j and Bi = (h(xi-,) - ~~..i)/h~ . 
3. APPROXIMATION RESULTS 
In this section, we will show existence and uniqueness of solutions to Eq. (1.3) 
for all meshes with h sufficiently small and also establish error bounds. The 
proofs given differ from those of [53 in the ordinary differential equation case 
where matrix theoretic arguments are *used. The proofs here use operator 
theory. The use of matrix arguments to study discretizations of Eq. (2.1)-(2.2) 
seems to be difficult due to an inherent lack of symmetry. However, some 
remarkable success has been achieved by this approach in [2]. 
Let v = y” and w = S,v 3 Jf v(s) ds - si js v(s) ds dx, and note that 
y = S,w = St w(s) ds where y is the solution to Eq. (2.1)-(2.2). Define the 
operator F by 
Pw) @I = w(h(tN if h(t) 2 0 
= 4(h(t)) if h(t) < 0. 
Then Eq. (2.1)-(2.2) may be written as 
v + c&&v f /3FS,S,v = f. (3.1) 
Let C[O, l] denote the usual Banach space of continuous functions on [0, I] 
and let C,[O, I] denote the subspace of C[O, I] so that f in C,[O, I] implies 
f(0) =f(l) = 0. Th e next lemma contains some facts about F, S, and S, in 
these settings. 
LEMMA 3.1. Dejke F’ to be the mapping from C,[O, l] into C[O, l] by 
(F’v)(t) = v(h(t)) for h(t) > 0 and (F’v)(t) = 0 otherwise. Then S,:L,[O, 11 ---f 
C[O, 11, S,:L,[O, l] -+ CIO, l] and F’: C,,[O, 11 --f CIO, l] are bounded linear 
maps in the giien settings and F: C,[O, l] + CIO, l] is a continuous (nonlinear) 
map. Also, F(v + Av) -F(v) -F’ Av = 0 fw all v and Au in C,[O, 11. 
Let X, denote the piecewise constant functions over a partition A,. These 
functions can be considered to have either value at a mesh point. Define P, 
to be the mapping from CIO, l] onto X, CL,[O, I] by P,,f = s, if and only if 
s E X, and ~(x~-+) = f(q+), i = I,..., n. Note that 11 P, Jj = 1 in this setting 
and is independent of A,. Define S1”e, = sz v(s) ds - si (P, ss v(s) ds) dt. 
Given vu, in X,, , define w, = S1%, and u, as the solution to unf = P,w, 
and u,(O) = u,(l) = 0. Th ese boundary conditions can be satisfied since 
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st (P,&%,) dt = 0. Define an approximation a, to the solution c of Eq. (3.1) 
by solving 
v, + P,&P,Slnv, +- P,/3FS,P,S,“v, = P,f (3.2) 
where vu, is in X, . The next lemma is a simple consequence of the fact that 
both u, and w, are continuous, piecewise linear functions over A, . 
LEMMA 3.2. Equation (2.3) is equivalent to Eq. (3.2) in the sense that 
yl,i = u,(xJ and yz,i = w,(xJ for i = 0 ,..., n. Moreover, the matrix problems 
generated by Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (3.2) are identical. 
We now prove a basic existence, uniqueness and convergence result for the 
solutions of Eq. (3.2). Theorem 3 of [7] cannot be used directly because (3.2) 
is not in standard projection method form. We also need an estimate for the 
proof of Theorem 3.4. To this end, a modification of one of the proofs in [7] 
will be used to establish the next theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let assumptions HI and H2 hold and let f in Eq. (2.1) be 
continuous over [0, 11. Let v = y” where y solves Eq. (2.1)-(2.2). Then solutions V~ 
of Eq. (3.2) exist and are unique for all meshes with h suficiently small. Moreover, 
// v, - v /j + 0 as n--t co and h -+ 0 where v solves Eq. (3.1). 
Proof. Using Lemma 3.1, Eq. (3.2) may be written as 
v, + PnaSnPnSlnv, + P&W&P&%, 
= Pnf - P,/IFS,P,S,“v f P,@‘S,P,S,“v. (3.3) 
Now by assumption H2, I + orS,S, + /3F’S,S, is invertible as a map from 
L,[O, l] into L,[O, 11. Moreover, since CA’,& and ,BF’S,S, are actually compact 
linear mappings, then (I + cS,S, + ~F’S,Sl)-l is necessarily continuous. 
For any element y in CIO, 11, it follows that 11 P,y - y 11 < w(f, h) where 
w(f, .) is the modulus of continuity function. Thus // P,olS,P,S,nv - d,S,v 11 < 
co(di’,P,S,nv, h) + 2 jl OS, Ij w(Sl%, h) for any w inL,[O, 11. Since w(Si%, h) < 
rnaxlrPylGh 1 si V(S) ds 1 < h /I z, /I, it follows that w(Si%, h) goes to zero uniformly 
as h -+ 0 over any ball in L,[O, 11. Similarly, w(aSZPnSlnv, h) < 11 S,P,S,% I] 
W(OI, h) + II a jl w(S,P,S,%, h). These terms also go uniformly to zero as h --f 0 
(a is continuous) over any ball in L,[O, 11. Thus /I P,aS2P,S,n -- OIS$~ // --t 0 
as n + co and h -+ 0, and similarly, 11 P,/3F’S,P,S,” - /3F’S,S, I/ --f 0. It now 
follows that the operators I + P,+Y,P,S,” + P,j3F’SzP,S1~ are invertible 
with uniformly bounded inverses for all h sufficiently small. Thus solutions 
to Eq. (3.3) exist an are unique for all h small, and for some constant c > 0 
and independent off, 
II vn II G c(llf II + II 23 II). (3.4) 
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Using Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) and adding and subtracting appropriate terms 
leads to the identity ~7,~ -- 21 + P,l!3s2PnSln(Z~,n - v) f PnpFS2P,SlyV, -- v) ::- 
PJ3FS2P,Slnv~ -- P,~FS,S,z~ im P,,v --- v + P,+S,S,o - P+S,P,S,%. By 
assumption n is continuous, thus P,z: is defined and convergence of v,, to z’ as 
h --f 0 follows directly from the preceding identity. 
An error bound, but not a sharp one, can be deduced from the proof of 
Theorem 3.3. We instead give the correct bounds in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let hypotheses HI and H2 hold and let the solution y to Eq. 
(2.1)-(2.2) be in Ch[x,ip,, xi], 2 < k < 4, for some fixed partition A and let the 
partitions A, chosen in Eq. (2.3) b e re fi nements of A. Then for all h suficiently 
small, the solution yl,( , yzsi , i =.z 0 ,..., n, to Eq. (2.3) exists and is unique and 
satisf;es for j = 1, 2 
I yi,i - y’j-l’(xi)l =z O(h2) if k=4 
= 0th . w(y”‘, h)) if k = 3, (3.5) 
= O(w( y”, h)) if k=2 
where w( ys, h) represents the maximum of w taken separately over subintervals of A. 
Proof. The existence and uniqueness follow from Theorem 3.3 and 
Lemma 3.2. Define ti, and ti, to be the piecewise linear interpolations at the 
mesh points of y and y’ respectively. Let 6, = ti,‘. It follows that 
z;, + P,olS,P,S,%, -+ P$FS,P,S,‘%, = Pnf + P,cKS,P,S,~~, - P,aii, f 
P,flFS,P,S,“v, - P&IF& + ~,~~l, where r,l is an element in X, determined from 
Taylor’s theorem. Now S,%, = ti, - si (P,Z;,) ds, and si (P&J,) ds = 
j’i (~2, - y’) ds = 7112 where T,~ in X, is the piecewise error of the trape- 
zoidal rule applied to estimate siy’(s) ds. Again using Taylor’s theorem, 
” 
f&l = S,P,ti, + S2rn3 = S,P,SInG, + S,(T,~ + T,~), where rn3 is in X, . 
Since v’, + Pnc&,P,S,%, -+ P$FS2PJlnv, = P,f, we may write v, - 6, f 
p&wnSln(% - 6,) + P,/wS,P,S,“(v, - 6,) :z -P&S,P,S,9, + 
P,&, - P$FS,P,S,%, + P$Fd, - r,l, from which it follows that 
II vn - Gl jl = O(li 7-l II + II TrL2 I! + II 7, a 11). Now using Taylor’s formula to 
represent ~,l, 7n2 and T,~, we have /I v, - 6, jl satisfies the bounds of Eq. (3.5). 
Since w, - ti, = &?I,, - S,%, + rn2 and u, - I.& = S,P,W,~ - S,P,z& - 
,!?a~,~, the bounds in Eq. (3.5) follow. 
Remark 1. Note that we have shown in the above proof that the approxi- 
mation (~a,~ - yB,+Jhi to (y’(xi) - y’(xi_,))/hi satisfies the bounds of Eq. (3.5). 
Thus (~a,~ - yz,&/hi approximates ~“(a+) to an accuracy given by the 
bounds of Eq. (3.5). An analogous result was not given in [5]. 
Remark 2. Higher order accurate approximations can be obtained by 
extrapolating the midpoint difference method results by for example Richardson’s 
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deferred approach to the limit. However, there are difficulties present in the 
delay case treated here that are not present in the ordinary differential equations 
case. First, as discussed in Section 1, high order derivatives of the solutions 
to Eq. (2.1)-(2.2) have discontinuities at certain discrete points which places 
a restriction on the mesh spacing and this restriction becomes more complicated 
in general as higher order derivatives are considered. Second, the difference 
between the approximation formula used for y(h(+,)) and y’(h(x,-,)) includes 
all powers of hi for smooth y beginning with hi2 unless h(+) happens to be 
the midpoint of some subinterval [xj-r , 3 x.1. This component of the truncation 
error will then dominate the convergence rate and hence extrapolation in general 
will not look as attractive as usual, i.e., only one order of accuracy (as opposed 
to two) may be gained by extrapolation. However, in the case of a constant 
delay, h(t) = t - X, discontinuities due to this delay can be found and it may 
be possible to define the mesh then so that it is uniform, includes the disconti- 
nuities and h(xi-,) falls either outside the interval or is a midpoint of some 
subinterval. In all cases, it is straightforward to establish extrapolation results 
analogous to [5], however it is only in the special uniform case described above 
that two orders of accuracy will be gained by one extrapolation. Similar remarks 
hold for the nonlinear problems to be treated next. 
4. NONLINEAR PROBLEMS 
We next extend the results of the previous sections to the nonlinear problem 
Y” = f(% Y(X), Y@(4)> O<X<l, (4.1) 
subject to the boundary conditions (2.2) with + continuous. This is the problem 
treated in [2, 8, 91. W e assume (H4) that f has two continuous derivatives, 
a solution y to (4.1)-(2.2) exists and the problem U” - fa(x, y(x), y(h(x)) U(X) - 
f&x, y(x), y(h(x)) u(h(x)) = 0, 0 < x < 1 and the boundary conditions (2.2) 
but with 4 = 0 in this case admits only the zero solution (almost everywhere) 
where U’ is absolutely continuous and u” EL,[O, I]. Equation (4.1) may be 
rewritten as the fixed point problem 
v = f(x, S,S,v, FS,S,v) (4.2) 
and in a manner analogous to the linear case in Section 3, the midpoint difference 
method may be defined by 
v, = P,,f(x, S2P,Slnvn , FS2PnSlnvn), vu, E X, . (4.3) 
The extension of the error bounds of Theorem 3.4 to the nonlinear case does 
not appear to be completely straightforward. As in the linear case, a nonlinear 
version of Theorem 3.3 does not give the correct error estimate and the proof 
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used for Theorem 3.4 is of course a linear argument. However, a modification 
along the lines of a proof given in [4] will suffice and we give these results next. 
As in the linear case, the standard projection method theorem does not quite 
fit the equations (4.2) and (4.3) an d so for completeness we first sketch a proof 
of an extension of Theorem 3.3. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let assumption (H4) hold. Then solutions v,, of Eq. (4.3) 
exist and are unique in some L”-neighborhood of v = y” for all h sujiciently small 
where y is the solution to Eq. (4.1)-(2.2). M oreover, 11 v, -v 11 = O(h + /I P,v - v 11) 
as h -+ 0. 
Proof. Using the continuous differentiability of f, Lemma 3.1, the fact 
that il P, 11 = 1 and the definitions of S, , Sin, F and P,, , it follows that 
j(x, S,S,v, FS&) - P%f(x, S,P,S,“v, , F&P&%,) = f(x, S,S,v, FS,S,v) - 
pnf (2, WnS,“v, FW,,S,“v) - Pnfi(x, SzPnSInv, FS,P,S,“v) S,P,S,‘” 
(v - vn) - P9kf3(x, SzP,S, %, FS,P,S,“v)F’S,P,S,“(v - v,) + R(v - v,) = 
A,(v - v,), where R(v - v,) = Pnf(x, S,P,S,%, FS,P,$‘,%) + Pptfi(x, 
S,P,,S,“v, FSzPnSInv) S,P,S,“( v - vn) + Pnfs(x, &P,S,“v, FS,P,S,‘W 
F’S,P,SIn(v - v,) - Ppzf(x, S,P,S,%:, , FS2P,SInv,) and that /I R(v - v,Jl < 
E I/ v - ~9, Jj for any E > 0 and v, in X, in a suitably chosen neighborhood 
of v in L”. If the equation v - v, = An(v - v,) is solvable for v,, , then 
Eq. (4.3) is solvable for v, . We may rewrite v - v, = A,(v - v,) as 
(v - v,) + T7Jv - v,) G v - v, + Pnfi(x, S,P&“v, FS,P,S,“v) S,P,S,” 
(v - vn) + Pnfz(x, S,P,SI %, FS,P,S,“v) F’S,P,S,“(v - vn) = f(x, S&, 
FW,v) - Pnf(x, S,PtiS, %, FS,P,S,%) + R,(v -- vJ. Using assumption (H4) 
and the invertibility arguments for an identical operator of the form I + T, 
in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we may write v - v, := (1+ T&l (R(v - v,) + 
f(x, SaS1v, FS,S,v) - Pnf(x, S,P,S,%, FS,P,S,%)). Now using the facts that 
IV + T&l I! < ~2 for some positive constant c, > 0 independent of n, 
11 R(v - v,)ll < E )I v - v, 11 on some neighborhood of v, the form of R(v - vn) 
and that (f(x, S2S1v, FS,S,v) - P,f(x, S,P,S,%, FS2PnSInv)) approaches 
zero as h -+ 0, the Banach contraction mapping theorem can be used to complete 
the existence part of the proof. Moreover, it follows that 11 or - v,, II < 
O(ll f(x, S,S,v, FS,S,v) - Pnf(x, S,P,S,%, FS&‘&W)II) = O&J. Now using 
the differentiability of f and the definitions of Srn, S, and F, it follows that 
K, < 11 v - P,v 11 + c I/ S,v - Sr% // for some constant c > 0. Since 
II S,v - &“v II G 4s; v(s) 4 h) = O(h), and v is continuous, convergence 
follows, completing the proof. 
We give the sharper error estimates next. 
THIXBEM 4.2. Let y, the solution to Eq. (4.1)-(2.2) be in C”[x+, , xi], 
2 < k < 4, for some Jixed partition A of [O, I] and let the partitions A, chosen 
in Eq. (4.3) be refinements of A. Then for all h suficiently small, in addition to 
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the conclusion of Theorem 4.1, the error bounds of Theorem 3.4 are valid where 
Y1.i = %(%), YZ,i = Wn(Xi)3 u, = S2P,,Slnv, and w, = S1”vu, . 
Proof. Using Taylor’s theorem, f(x, u,(x), u%(h(x))) = f(x, y(x), y(h(x))) + 
f& Y(X), NW))(u&) - Y(X)) + f& Y(X), ~V44HunW) - YWN + En 
where E, = E,(x) is continuous. By H4, y is in C2[0, 11. Theorem 4.1 gives 
the estimate 11 E, 11 = O(w(y”, h)2). If y is piecewise C3, the theorem gives 
the estimate jl .Z& Ij = O(h2). Applying P, to the preceding expression and 
using Eqs. (4.1) and (4.3), it follows that v, - Pn{fi(x, y(x), y(h(x))) U,(X) + 
f& Y(X), y(W)) un(h(4)) = Pn,” - Pn(fi@, ~(4, ~(44)) Y(X) + f& Y(X), 
y(W)) y@(x))) + PdL . Let x, solve 2, - Pn{f2(x, Y(X), y(44)) S2Pn&% i- 
f&> Y(X)> y(W))) ~W’nS,‘% = P,Y” - Pn{f,(x, Y(X), ~(44)) ~(4 + 
f&x, Y(X)> y(44)) y(h(x))) and let z solve zN - fib ~(4 YVW) 44 - 
f& Y(X), y(W)) .4W) = Y” - fi(x, Y(X), y(W)) ~(4 - f& Y(X), ~(44)) 
y(h(x)), the last equation subject to the boundary conditions (2.2). Hypothesis 
(H4) and Theorem 3.4 together imply z = y, z, exists for all h small, and that 
” 
%I = S2P,,Sl~z,, z& = S,?, and z satisfy the bounds of Theorem 3.4. 
LJext, it follows that (ZJ~ - z,) - Pn(fi(x, y(x), y(h(x)))(u,(x) - S,P,S,“z,) + 
f3(x, y(x), y(h(x)))(u,(h(x)) - FS,P,S,“x,)} = P,,E, . Now let w, solve 
4 - f2(x, Y(X), y(@))) w,(x) - f&, Y(X), y(h(4)) %(W) = & with the 
boundary conditions (1.2) but where 4 = 0. These solutions w, exist by 
assumption (H4), and arguing again as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, both 
II 4 II and II w, II are (4 En II). Now v, - z, is the linear midpoint difference 
approximation to wz , and so using a bound analogous to Eq. (3.4), 11 v, - z, /I < 
O((l E, 11). Now v, - y” = (vn - 2,) + (Zn - y”), w, - y’ = Sp(vn - z,) + 
(&?%I - S,y”) and u, - y = S2P,Sln(v, - z,) + (S,P,S,*z,, - S,S,y”). 
Thus 1 w, - y’ 1 and 1 u, - y I evaluated at the mesh points are bounded by 
O(ll En II) + lb%‘% - S~~“)(dl and O(ll J% II> + IKfV’n&“~n -- %Ay”)(~i)/t 
respectively. Using Theorem 3.4, the second terms satisfy the optimal bounds. 
Comparing terms, the theorem follows. 
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